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Meditation at Work



DESCRIPTION:  This program provides training in developing and maintaining awareness in everyday situations and in the application of mindfulness techniques on the job.


OBJECTIVES: This program will enable students to:

1- Improve awareness and maintain attention.

2- Reduce the stress associated with the pressures of busy lives.

3- Enhance decision-making, problem-solving, and 	interpersonal skills.


DURATION: This program consists of six one-hour class sessions

		(Three, 2 hour sessions for Kannon Do)		
	  


TYPE OF INSTRUCTION:  This program emphasizes experiential learning, 
		supplemented by lecture, discussion, and mindfulness exercises on the job.



Meditation at Work

			     6 session Course Outline

Session				Topics

  1-			Class objectives.
			Meditation, The principles of Awareness,
			Posture, the breathe,	
			Responding to Discomfort.

  2-			The mental process,
			The meaning of "Letting go,"
			The role of Determination.
			The “I Have To” Trap, “Multitasking”
			
			
			
  3- 		Understanding and responding to stress,


  4-	  		The desire for control - its relationship to stress, Gaining a sense of control.
 
  5-			Feelings and emotions, Letting go of anger,
			Resistance.
	
  6-		     Discouragement, Habits.
	
 



Kannon Do Class

DAY 1

  1- 		Class objectives (5)
(45 min)		Meditation, Posture and the Breathe (demo) (20)
			SIT (10)     
			Distractions Exercise (10)
				(NEED: papers, pencils, bag or box)

  2-			The principles of Awareness (10)
(20 mins)		Responding to Discomfort (10)

  3-			Awareness and The mental process;  
(20 mins)		       The meaning of "Letting go;"      
			        The role of Determination.  (10)     
			The “I Have To” Trap, “Multitasking” (10)

		ASSIGN: “Standing in Line” homework

DAY 1 TOTAL: 85 mins


DAY 2
			
  4-  		Understanding and responding to stress. (15)
(15 mins)

  5-	  		“Degree of Control” exercise(handouts,pencils) (10)
(15 mins)		The desire for control;  relationship to stress,
			                     Gaining a sense of control. (5)
			
  6-			Feelings and emotions; the “GAP” (5)  
(15 mins)		Letting go of anger.   (5)
			Resistance.             (5)
	
  7-		     Discouragement.(10)
(10)

DAY 2 TOTAL: 55 mins

DAY 3
   		
  8-			Awareness and Habits(EXERCISES: Paper,pencils)  (15)
	
  9-           Communication and Conflict Avoidance (20)

  10-		Creativity: decision-making and problem-solving (10) 
 		
DAY 3 TOTAL: 45 mins

 
Notes to Instructor:


	 Each of the sessions has a lesson plan, divided into three sections: GROUP MEDITATION, TEACHING POINTS, AND  DISCUSSION.  Except for sessions 1 and 2, begin each class with GROUP MEDITATION. 



	 Material for TEACHING POINTS (primarily overhead transparencies) follows each lesson plan.


3. At the end of each session, distribute copies of the student handout of the teaching points for that session. (They are provided in this notebook following session ten.)

4. Following the GROUP MEDITATION, lead a group discussion of the TEACHING POINTS. Use the open-ended questions provided
to encourage discussion.

5. The DISCUSSION section of each lesson plan is self explanatory.

6. When checking postures during meditation, obtain the student's permission first by asking, "May I check your posture?"  Pay particular attention to straightness of the spine (lower spine pushed forward slightly), shoulders back but not tight, and a slight downward tilt of the chin.

7. When presenting TEACHING POINTS, emphasize the positive, creative possibilities that can result  from becoming aware of  distracting, unproductive, negative thoughts or emotions.




Session 1

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:
(Allow ten minutes for the following introduction)

Before students arrive, Place copies of “Regaining the Center: A Story” at each seat.  When students are seated, have them read the story as an example of how meditation can work.

Introduce self. Have students introduce themselves briefly. Have them make a tent card.

Hand out course objectives and outline. Review class description, objectives, duration, and type of instruction.  Explain that the objectives  of the program are 1) to introduce students to awareness practice through meditation and 2) to help start an ongoing company meditation program.   Review the class schedule dates. Advise students that they do not have to take notes, as there will be handouts for all topics.  


TEACHING POINTS   20 minutes

	1- Review  meditation. Emphasize that it is not a relaxation technique - like massage or hot tub - intended to reduce stress.
Meditation, in the form of Awareness Practice, prevents stress.

	2- Describe & demonstrate posture and breathing

GROUP MEDITATION      20 minutes

Point out that the meditation will be twenty minutes.
	After 5 minutes, quietly check postures. 
	After 10 minutes, quietly announce, "Bring your awareness
		to your breathe."

DISCUSSION       10 minutes 

Immediately after meditation, pass out slips of paper and pen/pencil.  Ask students to write three types of distractions that came to them during meditation. Announce that they will not have to read their own.  Have them fold paper and put it in bag. Have one student remove slip of paper and read the first entry. Record on board or flip chart. Pass bag to next student and continue until you have a list of about 20. Use list to illustrate how easily the mind is distracted and by what things.

For homework, tell class you would like them to sit in meditation 20 minutes each day for the duration of the class. Emphasize continuous, consistent meditation is important, that once a week or occasional has minimal benefit. Emphasize that early morning - before starting a busy day - is best and encourage them to get up earlier than usual, if necessary.  
(Use the toothbrush analogy to emphasize the need for  continuous, everyday meditation.)

At the end of the class today, distribute  the student handouts for session 1,  “Posture and Breathing,” and for “Taking it Home.”


		Meditation

* Meditation is practical & simple.
* It limits mental and physical activities so that the mind can  experience balance & awareness.
* The purpose: Help the mind increase its capacity for 	calmness and attention.
* There are NO GOALS !  Have trust, instead of expectations.
* Don't try to "measure" results: 
		It will create disappointment. 
* The most important point: when you notice the mind has become distracted, bring it back to awareness of the present moment.

* Do not be concerned about maintaining 100% awareness; its impossible.



Meditation

*  Practical & simple

*  Limits mental and physical activities 
	➡ Mind ==> balance & awareness

*  Purpose:  increase calmness and attention
	
*  NO GOALS !  
	➡ Trust, instead of expectations
	➡ Don't try to "measure" results: 
		♦    ===> disappointment. 

* Important points:

➡ 100% awareness  =  impossible
		♦  Don’t be concerned
➡ When mind = distracted, bring                awareness back to the present 
	➡ Boredom is your friend:
		♦  Quiet, empty mind 

Posture and Breathing

Posture: (assumes use of a chair)

1- Place feet comfortably on the floor, about shoulder width apart.  	If more comfortable, remove shoes.
2- Sit in the center or forward portion of the chair.  Do not lean on the back of the chair.
3- Straighten the entire spine.  The lower spine should curve in slightly.   EMPHASIZE THIS POINT.
4- The straightness of the spine should extend through the top of the head, as if the crown of the skull were supporting the ceiling.  This will lower the chin, causing the gaze to be down about 30 to 45 degrees.
5- Keep the mouth closed, the tip of the tongue against the teeth.
6- Keep the eyes partially open (one-third to one-half).
7- Do not slump forward; keep the shoulders back, but not tense.
8- Keep the elbows slightly away from the sides, as if
holding a raw egg  under each arm so as not to break it and not to drop it.	
9- Put the hands together, resting comfortably.
10- Take a mental alignment of the body: ears, shoulders and hips in line, tip of nose and navel in line.



Breathing

1- Let the breath come in through the nose, allowing it
	to go deep to the abdomen.  The tummy should fill 	up, pushing forward slightly. 
2- Pause, and when ready, gently guide the breath out 
	through the nose, deflating the tummy.
3- Pause, and, when ready, let the breathe come in again.
4- Continue breathing in and out slowly.  Breathing will slow down to about four or five breathes per minute.
5- Maintain mental awareness on the inhale, the exhale, and the 	pause in between.	
6- If the mind wanders, simply return awareness to the breath.


Session 2

TEACHING POINTS   30 minutes

	1- Begin by asking if there are any questions.
		Discuss questions or concerns that have come up
		from session 1. (Allow 5 minutes.)

	2- Review awareness.

  	
	3- Review  discomfort. 


	4- Explain and demonstrate counting the breath.


GROUP MEDITATION	20 minutes

	Point out that meditation today will be twenty minutes.
     Have students use breath counting today.
	After five minutes, check postures.
	
DISCUSSION     10 minutes
		
	Ask if counting the breath was helpful.  Any problems?



Awareness

★ Synonym for Mindfulness
	(Question: What does “mindfulness” mean to you?)

★ Quality of being attentive
	± Foreground Activity
	± Background Activity

★ The need: 
± Complexity of Daily life 

	± Distractions, demands 

	± Pressures & Difficulties
		✔ For staying focused
		✔ For making decisions

	± Live and work in a network
		  Of Relationships



Helps the mind -

★ See situations clearly

★ Recognize distractions
	± Internal and external
	± How they interfere
		✔ Focusing on task
		✔ Focusing on relationship

★ Recognize habits & biases
	± Avoid becoming “stuck” in conditioned  thinking
	± Choose creative response 

★ Feel fully alive in present
 	± Know precisely what doing




Question: How does enhanced awareness help us in a difficult or troublesome situation or relationship? 

Discomfort

★ Do not shift immediately


★ Bring awareness to discomfort


★ Accept it
	± Do not make it go away

	
★ If must shift posture:
	± Quietly
	± Slowly
	± Full attention


Question 2: In what way could this attitude towards discomfort, while meditating, express itself on the job?  (How could it help your work?)

Some possibilities:
  More patience, better relationships, sticking
with a problem, paying attention in boring meeting,
“expanding your comfort zone”

Discomfort

* When it arises, do not shift posture immediately.
* Bring awareness to the point of discomfort.
* Accept it; do not try to make it go away.
* If must shift posture: Do so quietly, slowly, with 
		full attention.

Question 2: How can this attitude towards discomfort during meditation be helpful on the job?  

In discussing this question, make sure the following is covered: 	
Can learn to tolerate discomfort with tasks and people.
Can increase tolerance of change and increase patience	with "irritants," human or otherwise.



Counting the Breath

* Helps very restless mind to become calm.
* Count exhales, one through 10.
* If lose count, start over without hesitation.
* Don't worry about losing count.
* Remember: ONE BREATH AT A TIME.
* Counting is a temporary aid; let it go when the mind settles.




Session 3

GROUP MEDITATION      30 minutes

Point out that meditation today will be thirty minutes.

After five minutes, ask students to notice where the mind is and to give full attention to any physical sensation they may be feeling, in the foot, back, hand, etc. Notice the intensity of the feeling.  Then, after a few seconds, have them gently bring awareness back to the breathe.
	
	After ten minutes, check postures.

TEACHING POINTS		20 minutes
		
	Begin by complimenting & encouraging students for being
	in class, for not quitting, now that they know that
meditation is no “quick fix,” that it can be boring & discouraging at first.

	Review Thoughts, the mental process, and “multitasking”
	
	
DISCUSSION	10 minutes

Ask: How does it feel to become aware that the mind is distracted and to consciously bring attention back to the breathe?  Is it difficult or easy to bring the mind  back to awareness?  Was there any change in the feeling or intensity of the physical sensation when full attention was brought to it?

	


      The Mental Process            
 
★ Thoughts = endless
☞ Can pull awareness away
 		✔ From the breath
		✔ From whatever we are doing
		
★ Can choose how to relate 
	1-  Attach to them
	2- Allow them to fade

★ Do not try to cut them off
	☞ Be aware of them 
		 ✔ W/O getting “caught”
		 ✔ Bring awareness to breathe
		 ✔ Called “letting go”

★ Two stages:
	1- Recognition
	2- Bringing the mind back
		✔ Takes determination									(Emphasize!)





Discussion Question

When doing something that you felt had to get done, have you ever been distracted by the feeling or thought,

   "There is something else I have  to do"



	               The “I Have to” Trap     

★ Have to examine the idea/feeling
	 ☞ May not be valid 
 ☞ Situation & our criteria

★ Avoiding the trap
	☞ Acknowledge the thought
		✔ Reflect on it (awareness)
	☞ Is it valid?
	☞ Make decision:
		✔ Do it; reschedule present 							task
		✔ Continue present task








★ No decision ==> “stuck”
	☞ “I must, I must, I must....”
	☞ ==> Stress
		✔ Feel pressure = “I have to”
		✔ No decision = No relief 

★ “Staying Stuck”: 
	        Basis for “Multitasking”
	☞ Feeling the need to do more 				than one thing at a time

			Discussion Question:
	Is “multitasking” good or bad?


Thoughts,  the mental process, and “multitasking” 

* Thoughts are endless.
* They have a strong pull to take awareness off the breathe,
	or whatever we are trying to do in the present.
* We can choose how to relate to them: 
	1- Attach to them, or  
	2- Allow them to fade.  
* Do not try to "cut off" thoughts.
	1- Be aware of them without getting caught up in them.
	2- Simply return attention to the breathe.  
* This is called letting go.    
	It has two stages: 
1- Recognition: Comes from awareness of being distracted, and 
	2- Intentionally bringing the mind back to the present.  
* The second stage is the important one:		 
Takes determination  to leave the "comfort" or "excitement" provided by thinking about something or imagining that we are in control.

Question 1: When doing something that had to get done, have you ever been distracted by the  feeling, "I have to do something?" (That is, "something else", “something other than what I am doing right now”) 
Ask students to describe how this feels.
Point out that this is known as “multi-tasking”, feeling the need to do more than one thing at the same time.

	Discuss the following points:	
* Feeling or believing that we have to do something is not the same as the examined idea that we must do it.  
	1- The idea we have may or may not be valid.
2- The validity is based on the situation at hand plus our own criteria for deciding the necessity of taking action.  

* Process of handling this distracting thought or feeling:
	1- Acknowledge the thought that is in the mind.
‚			Reflect on it
2- Determine the validity of it (IE, "I have to do something else") according to the actual situation. 
	3- Decide to act or not to act.
* No decision one way or the other results in "staying stuck" in thinking: "I must do something else." 

* "Staying stuck" is the basis for “multitasking.”  
                    It creates stress because:
1- The feeling behind the thought is, "I have to do something other than what I am doing now." 
	2- There is no action to relieve the pressure of have to. (Review the three-step Process for resolving "stuckness" and “multitasking”)


Session 4

GROUP MEDITATION		30 minutes


After 10 minutes, ask students to immediately notice where the mind is. After a few seconds, have them gently bring 	awareness back to the breath.

	Check postures, if necessary.

TEACHING POINTS		20 minutes

	Review stress 


   (Use relationship model transparency to illustrate relationships,	changing relationships, and broken relationships)
		
				

	
DISCUSSION	10 minutes
	


	  1- 	Check how students are doing, and provide encouragement, by asking, 
“Is it getting easier to notice thoughts?”
		“Is it getting easier to notice when your mind has
		 strayed?”

	  2- Assign a second "homework" -  Standing in line:

	(NOTE: This assignment should be given when there are several 
 days, including a weekend, before the next class session. 
	 If that is not the situation today, postpone this assignment.
	 	
	“Before the next class session intentionally	stand in the longest line at the store, or take a longer way home, or do something for someone else that you would normally not do. Notice the feelings that you have doing this activity this way, compared to when you did it your usual way.”



Stress

★ No stress free life

★ Life = about relationships
	☞ Stress occurs when:
	   ✔ A stable relationship changes
	   ✔ Bad relationship doesn’t                                            	           change
	   ✔ A change is feared

★Don’t try to make it “go away”	
	☞ Creates separation
	☞ Temporary relief
	☞ No long range solution

	What are examples of trying to make stress “go away”?

★Priority: healthy relationship
	☞ Don’t let a change break it
	☞ Keep connected

                         Relationship Model

          		                         	Relationships

								    ☺
		       You					     ☻
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	      ☺					      ☹					                                                                          
									                  


-------------------------------------------------------------
               	☹		 			 ☹
                                                     Change
       
-------------------------------------------------------------
                  
         ☹			 	      	☹	 				                           Broken


★A “stress-free” zone not = important 
	☞How we RESPOND = important
	☞Need to be aware of habitual ways

★ Stress exists when:
	1- A problem appears, and
	2- No plan how to respond

How does a plan decrease stress?

How does awareness training help respond to stressful situations?

★ Awareness of stress can be helpful
	☞ Recognize a problem
	☞ Explore the problem
	☞ Develop a solution

★ Key point: Go to the source
 					Stress

* There is no such thing as a stress-free life.
* Stress results from RELATIONSHIPS with things and with people.
* Inevitable, since life is about relationships.
* Stress can occur when something CHANGES in  a stable  relationship (or,  doesn’t change in  a  bad one)

	1- Don't try to make stress "go away."
	2- It will only create separation.  
EXAMPLE:  Abandoning a car that just stopped running.
That may provide an immediate, temporary feeling of relief  (i.e., “I don’t have to deal with that!”).
		 But it does not solve the problem in the long run.
	(Emphasize “immediate” versus “long run”)

	Question 1: What are other examples of trying to make 			stress  "go away?"
(OFFER THESE EXAMPLES IF CLASS DOES NOT COME UP WITH ANY)
		1- Walking away from an annoying person 
	 	2- Ignoring a task that needs to be done, such as 
			not returning a ‘phone call.
		3- Turning on the TV instead of doing homework.
(KEY POINT: An attitude of "I Don't want the hassle" is not creative and will only create future problems.)

* Our highest priority:  maintain a healthy, creative RELATIONSHIP. Don’t let a  CHANGE create a
		BROKEN relationship. Keep connected.
 * Being in a stress-free "zone" is not important: 
	How we respond to stress is what is important.
* We need to avoid responding in harmful ways.
* We need to RECOGNIZE our old, habitual ways of responding to difficult situations.

* Stress can appear when two things occur:
	1- A problem or a difficulty appears, AND
	2- We have not yet determined how to respond. 
* A plan to solve a problem decreases the feeling of stress:

	Question 2: How does a plan decrease stress?
(Ans: Decreases uncertainty of not knowing what to do)
Question 3: How can meditation practice (awareness training) help in responding to stress?
		(Have class brainstorm this question.)
Basic answer: it helps us be CONSCIOUSLY AWARE that we are stressed, rather than just have a nagging feeling.  We can do something only when we are aware.
* SUMMARY &  KEY POINT: Our awareness of a feeling of stress can be    helpful.       It can lead to:
	1- Recognition of a problem.
	2- Exploration of the problem.
	3- Developing a strategy for resolving the problem.

	Session 5
  
GROUP MEDITATION		30 minutes

After 10 minutes, ask students to immediately notice where the mind is. After a few seconds, ask them to gently return their awareness to their breath.
	
	Check postures, if necessary.

TEACHING POINTS		20 minutes

	Have students do the “Degree of Control” exercise. 
Have them read off answers & create a scatter diagram on board. Have class visually estimate the average. Draw horizontal line showing the average, demonstrating that
that most people feel they do not have much control of life.  Point out that this feeling creates stress.

	Discuss control.    (Have Relationship Model displayed as a “hint.”)

	
DISCUSSION		10 minutes

1- On the exercise handout, have students draw a horizontal line at the degree of their personal estimate of control.  Have them list, above the line, five areas of life that they do not control over. Ask them to name items from their lists; list these on the board.  Have class discuss which of these they could have influence over and some things they might do to have influence.
	

	2- Review experiences of “Standing in  Line” exercise.
	
a) Have students discuss experiences. ASK: “Did anybody feel stressed or irritated?”  If not, ask how they would feel if they were “stuck” on a long line not by choice.

b) Emphasize the feeling of CONTROL of having the choice of making the decision to stand in a long line (or to drive the long way home) opposed to not having the choice. Point out that it is not the situation itself that  creates stress, it is our attitude towards the  situation we find ourselves in.	  Also point out that having made the choice to stand in the longest line, the individual can decide how to respond, such as being aware of the surroundings while waiting.  This is deciding to give up trying to control a situation and instead choosing a different response. 	It is a form of letting go.

		c) “What I wanted was ..”  Wanting a short/no line & finding only long lines can 
			Lead to irritation/stress.  But, “Wanting” a long line & finding it - no problem.
 	   2- Handout “CONTROL.”

Degree of Control Exercise 

Consider the following question:

	“How much of  life do I control?”

Take about 30 seconds to reflect, then indicate on the scale below the relative degree of control of life you feel you have.

Use your instinctive “gut feel.”  
	

       Total Control        100
	                   	  	90	
				  		80	
				  		70		
          			  	60	
	 			  		50	
				  		40	
	  	                     	30	
                                    20	
				 		10	
	    No Control        		  0	



Control
★ Desire for control can be strong

★ Can dominate a life
	☞ Focused on having the last word
	☞ Reactive, rather than responsive
	☞ Creates  tension, stress: hard to let go

★ Rarely have control
	☞ Rarely the decision-maker

★ What we can have is influence
☞ From what we say or do

What is  influence based on? (There is a hint)
	☞ Relationships
	☞ Always changing 
	☞ What we say or do has to change




 Rather than concern for control,
    emphasize best way to influence
	☞ Provides sense of control

	☞ You = decision-maker 
  		✔ Of what you say or do
	☞ Creative, confidence, buoyancy 

★ Increased awareness reduces feeling
	out of control & its associated stress
	1- Recognize the feeling
	2- “Let go” 
	3- Creative, productive  response
		☞ “How can I influence this?”
		☞ “What can I do or say?”	

 ★ To maintain a sense of control:
	1- Pay attention to situations
2- Be aware of changes
	3- Decide how to respond

Session 6

GROUP MEDITATION	30 minutes

	Before beginning, tell the students that you will strike the 	bell several times during meditation.  When they hear the 	bell, they are to put their complete attention on the sound. 	As the sound slowly fades, they are to gently bring their 	awareness back to their breath.

	Strike the bell after 10 minutes and again after 20 minutes.

	Check postures, if necessary.

TEACHING POINTS	20 minutes

	1- Discuss feelings and emotions.

		Emphasize the importance of “letting go” when discussing 		responses to question 2.  This was first introduced
		in session 3.

	2- Discuss Anger

	3- Discuss resistance.

DISCUSSION  		10 minutes

	1- Ask students to describe how it felt to follow the sound of 		the bell.  

2- What feelings/emotions arise when you feel you have made a mistake?

		

	

Feelings & Emotions

What happens to awareness, personal relationships, judgment, & sense of well being when negative feelings or emotions arise?

★ Not permanent: come & go
	☞Recognize & acknowledge
	☞ Or => troublesome
		* Stay in memory: “Repressed”
		* Become like “stones”
	☞ Awareness practice transforms
		* Quiets the thinking process
		* “Stones” => consciousness
		* Explore, “Let Go”
★Respond by acknowledging w/o judging yourself
	☞ Takes determination
	☞ Recognize two things:
		✔ The feeling not = “me”
		✔ Just something happening
★ Anger: powerful/destructive feeling
	☞ Appears in two ways:
	 	✔ External/”Noisy”
			* Expressed in words & actions 
		✔ Internal/quiet/subtle
			* Carried in mind => stress
			* Distorts thinking
	 ☞ Triggered by something done/said 
		✔ Present or past
		✔ Robs mind of awareness
	☞ Can destroy a relationship
		✔ Can lead to holding a grudge
★	Source of anger
		✔	Not getting what we want  
		✔ Childish desire
★ Can “Let go” of the feeling of anger
	☞ Come to Awareness (take a breath)
	☞ Don’t take it personally
		✔ See the action as a mistake
		✔ Based on foolishness
	☞ Awareness practice ==> dissolve desire
		✔   ==> emotional maturity
		✔ 	==> diminish tendency to anger
	
Resistance

★	Source: Internal anger
★ Don’t want to give full attention
	1- To a problem
	2- To a relationship
		! “Want” something else !
★ Not the same as a conscious decision
		to not do something

★ Awareness helps recognize resistance
	☞ Acknowledge the feeling
	☞ Take a breath, clear the mind
	☞ Recognize underlying anger
★ Awareness can overcome resistance
	☞ Can give attention to situation


★Awareness practice =  WD 40
	☞ Loosens the grip of strong emotions

✔ See how they interfere           w/relationships and tasks

		✔ See situations clearly	


		✔ Realign priorities
	

★ Feelings and emotions are not “bad”
	
	☞  Part of our humanity

	☞ Let us know we are alive

	☞ Only: be careful!

		✔ Do not let them overwhelm 

		✔ Return to objective awareness




Question 1: What happens when negative feelings and                        emotions arise?

		Questions 2: What are some positive, creative responses to negative feelings and emotions?

(NOTE: Offer the following answers to question 2, if  the students do not come up with them:
A) Take a mindfulness break by sitting quietly for a few minutes and watching the breath to let the "heat" of emotion cool down.
B) Let go of the emotion by first acknowledging it, then focusing on deciding how to  positively resolving the situation or the problem that seemed to create the feeling.


Session 7

GROUP MEDITATION	40 minutes

	Point out that from now on, meditation will be 40 minutes.

	Repeat the exercise of Session 5:
	
	After 10 minutes, ask students to immediately notice where the 	mind is and to notice any associated feelings.  After a few 	seconds, ask them to gently return awareness to the breath.
	
	Check postures, if necessary.

TEACHING POINTS	15 minutes

	Discuss discouragement.


	



DISCUSSION	5 minutes


	Have students share experiences doing meditation
		each day, outside of class, at home.



Discouragement     
 
★ Damaging to sense of well being
	☞ Creates stress
		✔ Do not understand the source
		✔ Do not know how to respond

★Fundamental source: success-oriented
	☞ Culture stresses achievements
	☞ Emphasizes “Payoffs”
		✔	=> become “measures” of us
What do we create in our mind when we emphasize goals and payoffs from our activities?

Can we always meet our expectations?

What is the result (risk) of not meeting an expectation?

What is the difference between disappointment and
	discouragement?




★ Discouragement can be a drag
	☞Disappointment doesn’t have to be
	☞Don’t let it ==> Discouragement

How can recognizing feeling  discouraged be helpful?

Discouragement

* Discouragement can be damaging to our sense of 
	        well-being.
	♦ Can create great stress:
		1- If we do not understand its source.
		2- If do not understand  how to handle it. 

* Fundamental source of discouragement:
	♦ Emphasis on goals, objectives, and achievements.  
♦ The results-oriented culture stresses  "payoffs" from our activities.
	
*  "Payoffs" then become "measures" of our personal                                   "worth."  

Question 1:   What do we create in our mind when we emphasize goals and payoffs from activities?

	Answer: Expectations

*Ask: Can we always meet our expectations?

	 Answer:  No 

Question 2: What is result/risk of not meeting expectations?

	Answer:  Disappointment 
	(Note: not “discouragement”; that’s coming up)

Question 3: What is the difference between “disappointment” & “discouragement”?

Answer: “Disappointment” = an event; in the moment
			“Discouragement” = an attitude; lingers

Question 4: How does “discouragement” develop?

Answer: From the mind dwelling on past disappointments.

	♦ Means: mind is not paying attention to what is going                     on now.

* Discouragement can be a drag; disappointment does not have to be as long is we do not let it develop into discouragement.

Question 5: How can recognizing a feeling of           discouragement be helpful?

	(In discussing this question, make sure the following is 		covered:  
	
♦ Makes us aware that the mind has become distracted by feelings of disappointment. 

		♦ Provides the opportunity to bring	attention back to the task at hand.

	♦ Helps be aware of something being carried in the                   mind that may be affecting our attitude towards                   our work. 

♦ May be a signal that we may have established an expectation for an activity that does not require one or shouldn't have one.

		  


	



Session 8

GROUP MEDITATION	40 minutes

TEACHING POINTS	10 minutes
    
    Illustrate that changing a habit is not easy through the          following class exercise: have students write their names         with the opposite hand.  What feelings arise?  (Answers will        be mostly negative, IE, feel foolish, resistance, criticism,       frustration, etc.)  BUT: How about increased awareness?          (Required to change a habit.)  Variations include folding
      arms and clasping hands the usual way then the opposite way.
	

	Discuss habits.  

	

DISCUSSION		10 minutes

Are habits ever useful?  Under what conditions?  
	When do habits become a liability?

    
Explain the following “levels” of meditation and resulting benefits

♦ Casual meditation can help  relieve stress,  temporarily
	♦ Frequent meditation can increase productivity
	♦ But continuous meditation is needed to break habits
		0 Habits are very stubborn	
		0 Usually not in awareness
		0 Not broken easily

	
             Along with the Student Handout for HABITS, hand out the 
     “A Postive Response: A Story” as an example of how meditation       can help break a negative habit.


Habits
★Can be a serious matter in life
	☞Can ===> threatening problems
	☞ Where meditation is most helpful

What are habits?

Where do they come from?

What is their emotional goal (how do   they make you feel?)

What is the relationship between
  habits and mindfulness?

How are habits a roadblock to creativity?

How can awareness practice help break
   Habit patterns?



Habits

* Habits can be a serious matter in life
	 ♦ Can result in problems that threaten life
	 ♦ Here is where meditation can be most valuable

Question 1: What are habits?

	(In discussing this question, make sure the following is 		covered:) 
 
	 ♦ Habits = Ingrained, repetitive responses to life.
 			Usually we are unaware of them.
Question 2: Where do they come from; how do they develop?

	(In discussing this question, make sure the following is 		covered:) 

	♦ Established by past experiences;  
♦ They are the mind's dependency on actions believed to be successful strategies - for "winning" or defending - in the past.

Question 3: What is the emotional goal of habits? How do they make you feel?  (Make sure that COMFORTABLE is mentioned)



* Reliance on habits is a comfortable mental attitude.
	♦ But, it is the opposite of mindfulness ..... 
♦ Because mindfulness may include discomfort when 
  we need to confront a painful reality of a present situation.  

* Habits = biggest roadblocks to creative life

Question 4: Why are habits roadblocks to creativity? 
	(In discussing this question, make sure the following is 		covered:) 

♦ A present situation is not the same as an historical    experience.  So a habitual response is at risk for not acknowledging what is going on right now.
	♦ Can be harmful to the relationship at hand. 
	♦ Can increase risk of stress

Ask how awareness practice can help break personal
	habit patterns.

( Emphasize that awareness makes a habit conscious, enabling us to do something about it.  When the habit is not conscious, there is no way break the habit.  Meditation is both the practice of awareness and the practice of “letting go.”  So the mind
		“lets go” of habits even if they we do not become
		conscious of them.)


Session 9
	
GROUP MEDITATION 		30 minutes


DISCUSSION	30 minutes
	 
Have students recall a confrontational situation.  Have them break into pairs. Each person in turn tells his/her story to the other. Tell them they will be asked to relate their partner’s story to the class.  In their story they should describe the situation, how they felt, what they did or said, what the result was, and if they could have said/did something different that
	would have defused the situation or made it less confrontational.

	Choose one or two students to tell their partner’s story.

	Emphasize the need for awareness to be able to speak and listen effectively and
		how awareness is needed to prevent conflicts from arising
		and from defusing them.

TEACHING POINTS	

Point out that the key to good communication and conflict resolution is based on
		inviting the other person to speak and to acknowledge their ideas or feelings.





	Hand out evaluation forms and ask students to complete
		and turn them in at the next class.


Communications 
Exercise


	
	* Describe a confrontational 
		situation you have experienced.

	* How did you feel when
		confronted?

* What did you do and/or say in the situation?

* What was the result, how did the situation end?

* Thinking back on the situation,  is there anything you would have said or done differently?

Session 10


GROUP MEDITATION	40 minutes


TEACHING POINTS	15 minutes

	Discuss decision-making and problem-solving.

Introduce by pointing out that decision-making and problem-solving skills can be obtained at MBA programs at Stanford, Santa Clara, etc. using the case study method.
	But without awareness, that training won’t help.

	End with “nine dots” puzzle to illustrate how assumptions
	get in the way of problem-solving.

	




DISCUSSION	5 minutes		

 End class by encouraging students to continue meditation 	practice at home,  in a   company program, or both.

		Point out:
		A) 40 minutes is very good; 30 minutes is also good.
		B) If time is limited, 5 minutes, even 1 minute, is good.
		
	3- Ask for completed evaluation forms.


	4- Ask if there are any final questions.


Creativity:
Decision-Making & Problem-Solving

Two things get in the way of creating a good decision or solution:
	1- “                 I make about the problem”
	2- “The                     I have in my mind”

What happens when you make a decision or solve a problem when 
emotions are present in your mind?

★ Awareness practice helps us -
	✌See what  is going with ourself 
		✔ Assumptions, biases, emotions,
		✔	Preconceived ideas
	✌ Think things through
		✔ The“big picture”
		✔ Unintended consequences

✌ Result: we know what we have 			to take care of

★Awareness of biases, feelings, attachments to old ways of doing things:

 ✌ Helps us separate them from the actual problem at hand.
 ✌ Then we can address the problem creatively without being distracted.











PROBLEM: Without lifting your pencil from the paper, connect the nine dots with no more than four straight lines.  Use only straight lines






	

			●  	●		●

			● 	●		●

			● 	●		●

Hidden Squares
		








Awareness at Work
Program Evaluation

1- What did you LIKE about this program?  (Please list three or more items.     You can include elements of the program's content as well as the way that     it was instructed.)


	________________________________    _________________________________


	________________________________    _________________________________


	________________________________    _________________________________

2- List any elements of this program that you feel could be IMPROVED.


	________________________________    _________________________________


	________________________________    _________________________________


	________________________________    _________________________________

3- Has this program had any effect on your work, your feelings about work, or     your relationships with people you work with?   (Check one)
		
		□  YES                 □  TOO SOON TO TELL

	If you checked YES, list ways that this program has made a difference.  

	________________________________    _________________________________


	________________________________    _________________________________


	________________________________    _________________________________

4- Overall, how do you rate this program?  (circle one)

        1            2            3            4            5
      Very         Poor         Fair         Very       Excellent
      Poor                                   Good

If you have additional comments, please note them on the reverse side.

		Your Name (optional) __________________________________

















STUDENT HANDOUTS








						

Meditation

♦ The purpose of meditation is to help the discriminating mind develop increased 
		capacity for calmness and attention. 

	*  It is the way to limit mental and physical activities so that the mind and body 
		can experience clarity and awareness. 

♦ It is very practical and very simple.

♦ It has no specific, measurable objective. 

	* Trying to "measure the results" of meditation will lead to disappointment
.  
♦ It should be done without expecting any particular result.  

	* The best approach is just trust that what you are doing is the right thing

	♦ Don’t be concerned with the mind becoming distracted.

	* Maintaining 100% awareness is virtually impossible.
    
♦ The most important point is to bring the mind back to awareness when you discover that
       it has become distracted.  

♦ Boredom is not the enemy; it is an opportunity to recognize what is going on
	
	* The mind is quiet and ready to accept whatever appears

POSTURE AND BREATHING

Use a firm, comfortable chair, preferably without arm rests. Place both feet on the floor, about as far apart as the width of your shoulders. You will probably be more comfortable with your shoes off.  The most important thing is to keep your spine straight.  There should be a slight forward curve in the lower part of the spine, causing your tummy to thrust forward slightly.  Relax your shoulders and push up towards the ceiling with the top of your head. 

Your ears, shoulders, and hips should be in a straight line.  The tip of your nose and your navel should also be aligned.  The chin should be pulled in slightly.  If your chin is tilted up, you will have a tendency to daydream.  If it is tilted down too far, it will encourage the mind to think.  

Keep your eyes slightly  open. If your eyes stay closed you will quickly drift into drowsiness or daydreaming. If they are open too much, your mind will become scattered. Cast them downward at about 45 degrees.  Without focusing on any particular thing, let everything have its place in your field of vision.  Keep your mouth closed, placing your tongue against the roof of your mouth.

When your posture is settled, place your hands palms up on your knees and sway the upper part of your body from right to left a few times.  Without moving your hips, move the trunk as if it were a pole leaning to one side and then the other, so that the hip and waist muscles are stretched.  At first, this movement should be large, becoming smaller, and ceasing with the body in an upright position.  You can also sway forward and backward.

Put your left hand on top of your right hand, middle joints of your middle fingers together, and touch the tips of your thumbs lightly together, as if you held a piece of paper between them.  Your hands will form an oval.  Try to maintain this oval during your meditation, as if you were holding something precious in your hand.  Rest your hands against your body, with the thumbs at about the height of your navel. Hold your arms free and inhale naturally through your nose., During meditation, breathe quietly through the nose. When you inhale, concentrate on your lower abdomen going out.  When you exhale, concentrate on your lower abdomen going in. Do not try to control your breathing.  Let it come and go so naturally that you forget you are breathing. .

Do not concentrate on any particular object or try to control your thoughts.  When various thoughts arise in your mind, do not become caught up in them or struggle with them; in other words, neither pursue them nor try to escape them.   Just leave them alone, allowing them to come and go freely.  In the beginning, if the mind remains very busy, you can try closing the eyes for a few minutes.  But open them again as soon as possible.  

To settle the mind, try counting your breaths.  Count each exhale up to ten, then start over.  If you lose count, immediately go back to one.  Don't worry about "success" or "failure" in counting.  Your attitude should be:  "Here is five, here is six, here is seven." If you lose count and return to one, your attitude should be:  "Here is one."

The most essential thing is to awaken from distraction or drowsiness  and return to the right posture moment by moment.  When you notice that the mind has drifted away from awareness of the breath, gently  bring it back.  Don't be concerned if this happens a great deal.  Simply take care of the mind as if you were caring for an energetic child: know where it is, go out, bring it back.  

Have no expectations or care about any results of your meditation.  That will only create   disappointments. 
Just do the meditation practice for its own sake, letting go of all desire. Whatever you experience,  acknowledge it, welcome it, then let it go.  If you felt peaceful yesterday but the mind feels  busy today, do not long for yesterday.  Also, do not wish for tomorrow.  Just do your best to be aware of your aliveness in the present moment.  


Regaining the Center: A Story Regaining the Center: A Story 

The following story was submitted by Richard H.,  CEO of AIT Group plc, a financial software development company,  London, UK. 

Part of my personal sense of mission around humanity in the workplace leads me to give lectures and sometimes do TV appearances.	Anyway when I got back from your meditation workshop, many friends said how calm I seemed.  My wife especially noticed.  She's now really keen to have me sit every day.  More than just calm, more flowing and relaxed in some way. 

During last week I had a particularly tough two days. I chaired a board meeting of my company on Wednesday, did  a TV program Thursday morning, and then traveled a 100 miles or so to a college where I gave a closing speech at a conference. Previous  to starting  meditation practice, any one of these three sessions would have left me drained. Being in the spotlight, the “hot seat,”  really focusing my energy,  seemed to deplete me.  

There has been a change.  I’m not sure how to explain it.  The best thing to do is to describe what happened last week.  We had a good board meeting, the TV presentation was widely appreciated, and more than that, I was relaxed enough to make sure I said what I wanted to say and didn't get distracted. The conference paper was the best I have ever delivered. The audience and the chairman were delighted and right after I finished, I received two invitations to speak at other events.  More than the successes, I did not feel completely drained following these events  as I would have been in the past. I did feel tired but really felt I had contained or conserved myself.  I'm definitely aware of the changes that others  have been telling me about. It seems that with increased awareness comes many other qualities that are certainly being good for me. 





Awareness

♦ Awareness is a synonym for mindfulness.
														
♦ It is the only way to see a situation clearly -
	* To recognize when we are distracted or becoming distracted

	♦ It enables us to recognize a tendency to react unconsciously to a situation.

	* It gives us the opportunity to respond creatively.

♦ Awareness  helps maintain relationships.

	* It keeps us connected with activities, people, and events. 

♦ It enables us to feel fully alive in the present moment by knowing precisely what we are doing.

Discomfort

♦ If discomfort arises during meditation, do not shift posture immediately.  

	* Accept it, without trying to make it go away. 

♦ First bring your awareness to the place of discomfort.  

	* See if you can tolerate it for another ten seconds.  If so, try another ten seconds.

♦ If the discomfort is too distracting and you feel you really have to shift or scratch, 
	do so quietly, slowly, with full attention.

Counting the breath

♦ Counting the breath is a technique for helping the mind  stay aware when it is extremely distracted and restless.  

♦ Count the exhales, one through ten. 

♦ Don't worry about losing count on the previous breath. 

♦ If you lose count, start over without hesitation. 

♦  Counting is a temporary aid when very distracted.  Put it aside when the mind settles down.

Thoughts, the mental process, and “multitasking”.

♦ Thoughts keep on coming endlessly. 

	* They have a strong pull to take awareness off the breath. 

♦ We can choose how to relate to a spontaneous thought: 

	* Attach to it or allow it to fade.

♦  Do not try to "cut off" thoughts. Just be aware of them without getting caught up in them; 

	* Simply return attention to the breath.  This is called letting go. 

♦ Letting go  has two stages: 

	1) Recognition (which comes from awareness)
	2) Intentionally bringing the mind back to the present moment.
  -  This second stage is the important one because it takes determination to leave the "comfort" or "excitement" provided by thinking about something.

♦ One of the most troubling work-related thoughts is, "I have to do something other than what  I
		 am doing at this moment."   This is known as “multitasking.”

* There is a difference between feeling or believing that we have to do something as opposed to the critically examined idea that we must do it.  

* The thought, idea, or feeling may or may not be valid, according to the situation and our own criteria for deciding the necessity of taking action. 

♦ It is important to first recognize the thought that is in the mind and then to determine the validity of it according to the actual situation.  Then we can decide to act or not to act. 

* If we do not come to a decision one way or the other, if we just stay with the thought, we become stuck in the thinking that "I must do something."

* This creates stress because we are thinking, "I must do something other than what I am doing now," but  we are not taking action to relieve the pressure of “must.”   

♦ Being aware and then making a decision about what to do with the distracting thought or idea
	of “I have to do something else” is the way to resolve the feeling of being “stuck” in a
	“multitasking” mode.

Stress

♦ There is no such thing as a stress-free life.   

	*  Stress is a result of our RELATIONSHIPS with things and with people. 
 
	* Some stress is inevitable, since life is about relationships

	* Stress can occur when there is a CHANGE in a good relationship,
		when a change is threatened or feared, or when a bad 
		Relationship does not change.

♦ Don't try to make stress "go away"; it will only cause separation.  
									
	* Our highest priority is to maintain, or regain, a creative RELATIONSHIP. 

♦ Being in a stress-free "zone" is not important.  

	* How we respond to stress is what is important.  

	* We need to avoid responding in harmful ways.  

♦ We learn to avoid responding harmfully by being aware of old, habitual ways of responding to difficult situations.

♦ Stress can appear when we have a problem or difficulty and have not yet determined how we should respond.

* Having a plan to solve a problem can decrease the feeling of stress by decreasing the ambiguity of not knowing what to do.  

♦ When we are  aware that we feel stress, the stress can actually be helpful by encouraging us  to identify a problem that is causing the stress.

	* Then we can develop a plan for resolving both the problem and the stress.


Control

 ♦ The desire for control can be very strong 

 ♦  It can  dominate an individual's life.
	* Always worrying about having the last word
	* Defensive (reactive), rather than openly responsive (creative)
	* Creates tension: feeling of tightness, hard to “let go”

♦  A loss of sense of control, a feeling of being out of control, is very threatening.
	* It can result in great stress.  

♦ We have control over relatively few things in life. 
*  To have control means to be the decision-maker, the one who has the final say about how something will be.

*  Even though we do not often have control, what we do have most of the time is the capacity to influence an activity or event by what we say and do.

♦ Influence is based on relationships, which are always changing.  
	* We have to be ready to change what we say or do in order to maintain or gain influence.

♦ Instead of trying to control people and situations, a less-stressful, more productive
	strategy is to reflect on the best way to influence. 

	*  This approach provides us with a sense of control 

	* It acknowledges us as the decision-maker of our own words and 
		deeds.   The result is a feeling of creativity and confidence.

♦ Increasing our awareness reduces the feeling of being out of control and its associated stress.
	
	* Awareness  helps us to recognize the emotion and to let it go.  

	* Then we can rationally develop a creative, productive response to a stressful situation.

♦ To maintain a sense of control, we need to be fully aware in to situations in order to recognize
	when something is changing.  

	* Then we can decide how to respond before the change goes too far.	
	           This keeps a situation from feeling out of control.



"Taking it Home"

The elements of a meditation practice at home include:

Solitude.  Unless you are sitting with others, choose a quiet spot where you will not be disturbed.  Try not to sit in a room where somebody else is sleeping.  If possible, let this space be used for nothing but meditation. (Some people use a spare closet.)	

Duration.  Sit no less than 20 minutes each time.  Thirty minutes is good; forty is better.  

Keeping time.   If you do not want to watch the clock, place a kitchen timer in a draw or closet so that the clicking is muffled but the bell can be heard. The alarm on a digital watch works well. Some people use a lighted stick of incense cut to the correct length to measure the time.  After some experience, the body will know when the appropriate time has elapsed and it will be necessary to look at a clock only once or twice.

Commitment.  This is the most important attribute.  Do it every day, whether convenient or not, comfortable or not. Do it even if some obstacles arise.  Don't worry about "liking" it, being "bored," "success," or "progress."  
	
Self-discipline.  Set aside a certain time of day, preferably morning, very soon after arising, for meditation.  If there is resistance to getting out of bed when the alarm rings, quickly put one foot on the floor. The rest of you will find it easier to follow.

Feelings and Emotions

♦ Feelings  and emotions are not permanent; they come and go.  
	* Do not try to deny them or there will be greater anger, grief, or fear later 
	* Meditation allows repressed emotions to surface & be explored.
♦ Respond by acknowledging the feelings without judging yourself for having them.
♦ Determination is needed to acknowledge a painful feeling. 
	* It is helpful to recognize that the feeling is not who we are inherently.
		* It is just something that is happening in the present moment; it will not last..  
	♦ A simple way to respond positively to a painful feeling is to take a "mindfulness break" - sit quietly for a minute or two and follow the breath
* This lets the heat of emotion cool down and enables the mind to "let go" of the emotion by first acknowledging it, then focusing on creatively resolving the situation - the problem - that created the feeling.  

Anger

♦ Anger can be “noisy,” expressed in words and actions
	* Or it can be internal and quiet: 
	* Creating stress and distorting thinking
♦ It is triggered by something said or done
	* In the past or right now
	* It robs the mind of awareness 
♦  It can destroy a relationship
	* Can result in holding a grudge and wanting to get even.
♦ The  source of anger: not getting what we want
	* Like the desire of a child
♦ The way to “let go” of angry feelings is to come back to awareness
	* Take a breathe, settle the mind
	* Do not take  personally what someone did or said.
	* With calm mind, become aware of source of the anger
* Understand that the other person’s action or words were a mistake, based on foolishness and their own emotions.
♦ This frees the mind of the emotion, dissolves the desire,  maintains a good 
  relationship, brings emotional maturity, diminishes the tendency to anger
		





Resistance

♦ Source: internal anger
♦ Do not want to give our full attention or energy to a problem or a relationship. 
♦ Not the same as a conscious decision to not do something.
♦ Practicing awareness helps recognize resistance when it arises.
	* Then we can acknowledge it, clear the mind, recognize the anger
♦ Non-judgmental awareness can overcome the resistance 
	* ==> Can give our full attention to the situation.

Discouragement

♦ Discouragement can be damaging to our sense of well-being.

       * Can create great stress if we do not understand its source & how to 	handle it 

♦ It is the result of emphasis on goals, objectives, and achievements.  

* Our results-oriented culture stresses measurable  "payoffs" from our activities, which then become "measures" of our personal "worth."   

♦ By viewing life activities in this limited way, we develop  expectations for them.
	
	* When not met, expectations create disappointment.  

♦ Since we cannot always be successful in reaching predetermined objectives, it is natural that we occasionally experience disappointment.  

	* Disappointment should be a short lived event.

* If not, it turns into Discouragement, a long term feeling. 

* It is the result of the mind dwelling  on past disappointments, not to what is going on in the present.  

♦ Recognizing a feeling of discouragement enables us to become aware that we are    carrying around something in our mind that may be affecting our attitude towards our work.  

♦ It is also a signal that we may have given in to the habit of establishing an expectation for an activity that does not require one or that shouldn't have one.

Communication & Conflict Resolution

♦ The key to good communication - speaking or listening - is full awareness.


♦ To encourage others to be fully engaged in communication and to resolve or prevent
	conflicts, find opportunities to invite the other person to speak or give an 		opinion and acknowledge what they say or how they feel.





Habits

♦ Habits can be a serious matter in life.
	* Some are life-threatening.

♦ Habits are ingrained, repetitive responses to life.

	* They are  established by past experiences. 

♦ The mind develops dependency on actions or responses that it believes to have been successful in the past in achieving a goal or defending itself in threatening situations. 

♦ Reliance on habits is a comfortable mental attitude that is the opposite of mindfulness, 

* Sometimes includes discomfort in acknowledging the reality of the present situation.  

♦ Because a present situation is rarely the same as an historical experience, an habitual  response is usually uncreative, unproductive, and often harmful to the relationship at hand. 


♦ Mindfulness is necessary in order to respond creatively, to determine the best thing to say or action to take in the present moment, rather than resorting to habit.    
	

♦ Habits are very stubborn and usually not in our awareness

	* Cannot make them go away with will power alone.


A Positive Response: A Story A Positive Response: A Story 

This story was submitted by Sherry E., an attorney in Minnesota. She was an Assistant 
Attorney General from 1985 through 1997, followed by a period in private practice in St. Paul from 1997 through 1999.  She is currently the Director of the Minnesota Office of Environmental Assistance, practicing primarily in environmental land use and natural resource law. 

My work is very important to me and to the community where I live.  I pursue each case with as much diligence as I possibly can.  I try to stay right on target at all times. I don’t want to miss any fact or detail that could influence the outcome of a case.  As a result, I tend to become impatient or annoyed at anyone or anything that interrupts me when I doing my work. 

Interruptions are very distracting to me. They cause me to lose my train of thought, making it more likely that I will miss something important.  Interruptions make me nervous and irritable.   Out of habit, I snap angrily at associates who interrupt me during a cross examination

Knowing how interruptions affect me, I try to avoid them during a trial. Before starting a cross examination of a witness, I make it a point to talk with the attorney who is  assisting me, in order to get his or her thoughts and any background details that I should know before I begin my questioning.

In April of 1999, I was trying a case with an associate assisting me as the second chair.  She was a new, younger attorney who I had not worked with before. When I was in the middle of a rather complex cross examination of a key witness - requiring me  to be quite focused - she began to nudge me and pass me notes. Most of the notes contained information that I already planned to cover later. 

As usual, irritation started to arise, but this time, something very interesting happened. It was almost as if I separated from myself and was able to observe this feeling of irritation start to appear inside me in a very abstract way.  I remember thinking at the time, "Isn't this interesting, I'm getting irritated.  I know this feeling.  So this is what it looks and feels like."  I had the sensation that I was closely inspecting the feeling from the vantage point of an observer.  

This time, I wasn’t bothered by the interruption emotionally.  I didn’t react out of habit because I didn’t take it personally, like I usually did. I was then able to let go of the feeling, smile at the associate, and graciously take her notes, all without missing a beat in the cross examination.  Though the events occurred  in less than a second, it seemed timeless, or at least much longer than the time it actually took for all of it to happen.  

I am certain that my capacity to remain poised and unruffled in this situation resulted from sitting in meditation both morning and evening during the period of the trial, as well as from taking a few minutes during each courtroom break to sit quietly  and let my mind follow my breath.











Decision-Making and Problem-Solving

♦ Improved awareness helps us make decisions and solve problems by enabling us to be free of emotions, bias, and preconceived ideas and to be able to think things through. 

♦ It enables us to see the situation or the problem in its entirety, not limited by our own feelings or prejudices.  This is called “seeing the big picture.”

♦ Awareness practice enables us see what is going on in the present moment so that we know what it is that we have to take care of. 

♦ During a stressful situation, by becoming aware of our feelings, emotions, and old, unproductive ways of doing things, we have a chance to separate them from the actual problem at hand.  		

♦ Then we can address the problem creatively without being distracted.
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